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Influencing Radioactivity via Transmutation
Î. Egely
Egely Ltd., Budakeszi, Hungary
Å-mail: egely.g@gmail.corn
There are à number of radioisotopes, and low energy treatment cannot influence their usu
activity (according to mainstream physics). However, transmutation methods îÛÍåãåï1
LENR methods have shown some promise for industrial applications.
We have attempted to decrease the radioactivity level of natural uranium, as the only a~a~~
source of radioactive material.
The natural uranium comes in form îÏ32ß04, also known as "yellow cake." (There werc
also some additional chemical impurities).
The treatment method was the "nano dust fusion" method. The treated uranium sample âû
ground to à fine dust, mixed with carbon particles, and then treated in à microwave generat
oscillating plasma for about 3-4 minutes. This treatment changed the y radiation level of t1ê~
mixture.
The treatment was carried out in à mild vacuum at about 0.5 bar. The radiation reduction
effect ÷~àûïîãå marked when stable but heavy elements like lead oxide were added to the
treated mixture. When lighter elements were added to the treated mixture, the reduction eff
vanished after about 2-3 weeks.
However, there is à side effect — the f3 radioactivity level increases due to the treatment, m
probably because the carbon is activated.
Even this might be à reasonable trade off, since carbon isotopes have much shorter half peri
of radioactivity then heavier isotopes.
The scope of investigation has been limited due to the scarcity of available radioactive
materials, and limited funding.
The method is ø its infancy, especially the treatment of radioactive materials.
It seems that the method is suitable for the treatment of high level radioactivity (like spent
fuel) way above the background level.
Even that might be suitable for the treatment of spent fuel;
The bulky, low level radioactivity of soil is not suitable for this kind of treatment
The electrical power input is usually 1000-1200 W, but most of the heat can be recovered ãï
used for heating if needed.
At present the samples were treated in an intermittent manner, about half cubic cm3 at one
time, but in principle continuous feeding is also possible.
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Patents in the Land of LENR
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Å-mail: David. French®Second-Counsel.com or david.fråïchÔÜå11.net
Interested observers of developments in the field of LENR were awakened by the first publication and
issuance of à US patent to Leonardo Corporation, based on an invention by Andrea Rossi, on August
25, 2015. That US patent has its special story as to the procedure followed before the US Patent
Office. It was processed in secret without the normal publication that occurs after 18 months from à
first patent filing. This patent has some relevance. But it has now been followed by the publication of
à corresponding, enhanced, PCT application. The more interesting issue is: Will these or any îáæåã
patent filings eventually have à controlling impact on developments in the field of LENR?
This paper provides à concise review of key patent principles which should be understood by
everyone concerned about this issue. Misconceptions abound. It is important that anyone wishing to
understand the possible impact of patents on the development of LENR understand correctly what
patents can and cannot accomplish.
Patents are referenced ø à legal action commenced before the United States Federal District Court in
Florida, filed on April 5, 2016. This action was commenced by Leonardo Corporation and Andrea
Rossi against Industrial Heat, some of it is some related corporations and key individuals associated
with these companies. This action will not likely ñîòå to à trial until sometime in 2017 at the earliest.
It could also settle at any time. That action is essentially an effort to collect US$89 Million arising
out of an agreement made between Industrial Heat and Leonardo Corporation in 2012. The status of
those proceedings as of the beginning of October, 2016 will be reviewed.
Industrial Heat is accused of having improperly filed for two applications on its own both naming
Andrea Rossi as at least à ñî-inventor. Apparently, based on the allegations in the lawsuit this
happened without the consent of Andrea Rossi. How this could happen will be reviewed. However,
equally significantly, these two patents will be examined for the apparent thinking and understanding
that existed within Industrial Heat when these patents were first prepared 2 ~~ years ago.
Reference will be made to several other US patents that have issued in this field, and others that ha
ve
been refused by the US Patent Office. Reference will also be made to selected patents that have been
processed before the European Patent Office, including in particular the original patent that issued in
Europe based on the work of Fleischman and Pons.
The paper will conclude with à projection as to the impact that prospective future patents in the LENR
field òàó have on commercialization of LENR around the world.
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